ABOUT RIFLE PAPER CO.

Founded in 2009 by husband-wife team Anna and Nathan Bond, Rifle Paper Co. is a stationery and lifestyle brand based in Winter Park, Florida. What began as a small business based out of Anna and Nathan's garage apartment has quickly grown into an international brand. We strive to deliver a carefully curated collection of products driven by our passion for design and quality. Everything we create is thought through, tested and inspected to ensure we end up with goods we would not only use ourselves but are proud to share. Now in our seventh year, Rifle Paper Co. is ranked on the Inc. 500 list as one of the fastest-growing privately held companies in the U.S.
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It may still be spring as we go to print but the summer weather has officially arrived here in Florida. Our tropical surroundings provided inspiration for a number of new products including our Paradise Gardens calendar, Monstera Leaf print, and Jungle pattern.

In this catalog you'll find new designs in nearly every category, a new holiday collection, and a brand new format – our keepsake address book. The new address book has been a top-requested product for some time and is beautifully bound with book cloth and printed with a metallic copper cover design. Our calendars for 2017 are full of new whimsical florals, iconic destinations and everything in between. It will be hard for me to pick a favorite!

Here at the studio we're reimagining our space with the help of a new 17,000 sq. ft. warehouse that now houses our Assembly and Fulfillment teams under one roof and gives them ample space to fulfill orders. This has allowed us to increase efficiencies and free up studio space for the future expansion of our flagship retail store.

We have many more exciting projects, collaborations, and new formats in the works and look forward to sharing more throughout the year!
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SERIOUSLY SUMMER

SUMMER 2016

We’re embracing the thrills of summer with new designs full of tropical florals and vibrant colors.
Wild Birthday Greeting Card, Jungle Wrapping Sheet
CARDS AND STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS, POSTCARDS, AND STATIONERY

Greeting cards to celebrate every event, milestone, and holiday with additional stationery formats to allow for writing longer letters and more personal messages.

263 ITEMS
Thank You Bouquet
GCT030  GC T030–B
with gold foil

Marion Thank You
GCT029  GC T029–B
with gold foil

Bordeaux Thanks
GCT027  GC T027–B
with rose gold foil

Merci Beaucoup
GCT021  GC T021–B
with rose gold foil

available in an assorted set, p. 30

OMBRÉ MANY THANKS
GCT026  GC T026–B
with gold foil
design continues on back

Birch Floral Thank You
GCT023  GC T023–B
with gold foil

Watercolor Thank You
GCT025  GC T025–B
with gold foil

Blue Floral Thank You
GCT019  GC T019–B
with gold foil

Hostess Thank You
GCT014  GC T014–B
with silver foil

Thanks A Bunch
GCT012  GC T012–B
with rose gold foil

Rose Gold Thank You
GCT024  GC T024–B
with rose gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 32

Woodland Thank You
GCT020  GC T020–B
with gold envelope

Color Block Thank You
GCT021  GC T021–B
with gold foil

design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 33

Golden Apple Thank You
GCT015  GC T015–B
with gold foil

Gold Stripes Thank You
GCT009  GC T009–B
with gold foil

available in an assorted set, p. 34

Vintag Blossoms Green
GCM058
available in an assorted set, p. 34

Vintag Blossoms Peach
GCM059
available in an assorted set, p. 34

Vintag Blossoms Rose
GCM060
available in an assorted set, p. 34

Vintag Blossoms Burgundy
GCM061
available in an assorted set, p. 34

Blue Floral Periwinkle
GCM048
with gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 34

Lively Floral Periwinkle
GCM121
with gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 32

Lively Floral Red
GCM122
with gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 32

Lively Floral Black
GCM123
with gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 32

Lively Floral Pink
GCM124
with gold foil
design continues on back

available in an assorted set, p. 32

Lively Floral Periwinkle
GCM125
available in an assorted set, p. 33

Tapestry Black
GCM126
available in an assorted set, p. 33

Tapestry Cobalt
GCM127
available in an assorted set, p. 33

Tapestry Red
GCM128
available in an assorted set, p. 33

Tapestry Violet
GCM129
available in an assorted set, p. 33

GREETING CARDS
Full-color folded cards, available as single cards or boxed sets of 8
4¼” × 5½”  FSC CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  BLANK INTERIOR  MADE IN USA

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

GREETING CARDS
GREETING CARDS
GREETING CARDS
GREETING CARDS
VASE STUDY NO. 1  
GCM111  
available in an assorted set, p. 32

VASE STUDY NO. 2  
GCM112  
available in an assorted set, p. 32

VASE STUDY NO. 3  
GCM113  
available in an assorted set, p. 32

VASE STUDY NO. 4  
GCM114  
available in an assorted set, p. 32

PARIS MAP  
GCM081  
available in an assorted set, p. 33

TOKYO MAP  
GCM082  
available in an assorted set, p. 33

LONDON MAP  
GCM083  
available in an assorted set, p. 33

NEW YORK MAP  
GCM084  
available in an assorted set, p. 33

GREAT DANE  
GCM021  
GCM021–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

FRENCH POODLE  
GCM020  
GCM020–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

PUG  
GCM009  
GCM009–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

DACHSHUND  
GCM010  
GCM010–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

SHAGGY DOG  
GCM004  
GCM004–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

AIREDALE  
GCM003  
GCM003–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

SCOTTISH TERRIER  
GCM001  
GCM001–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

BOSTON TERRIER  
GCM002  
GCM002–B  
available in an assorted set, p. 34

DALMATIAN  
GCM011  
GCM011–B  

HERBS & SPICES CHART  
GCM075  
GCM075–B  

SAIGON BLOOMS  
GCM086  
GCM086–B  
design continues on back

GOLD BOTANICAL  
GCM045  
GCM045–B  

HOUSEWARMING  
GCM071  
with gold foil

CONGRATS BOUQUET  
GCM130  
with gold foil

TIMELESS CONGRATS  
GCM056  
GCM056–B  
with gold foil

HOORAY!  
GCM054  
with gold foil

NEW YORK  
GCM052  
GCM052–B  

LOS ANGELES  
GCM067  
GCM067–B  

ATLANTA  
GCM117  
GCM117–B  

WASHINGTON DC  
GCM120  
GCM120–B  

SAN FRANCISCO  
GCM089  
GCM089–B  

HAWAII  
GCM091  
GCM091–B  

CHICAGO  
GCM092  
GCM092–B  

NOAH’S ARK  
GCK011  
with gold foil

SPECIAL DELIVERY  
GCM030  

BABY BLOCKS  
GCK009  

CLASSIC BABY  
GCK007  

CONGRATS STORK  
GCK006  

BABY! – Mint  
GCK004  

BABY! – Peach  
GCK003  

HOUSEWARMING  
GCM071  
with gold foil

CONGRATS BOUQUET  
GCM130  
with gold foil

TIMELESS CONGRATS  
GCM056  
GCM056–B  
with gold foil

HOORAY!  
GCM054  
with gold foil

DESIGN CONTINUES ON BACK
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ASSORTED CARD SETS

Boxed sets of 8, 2 of each design, available as single cards, with soft white envelopes
4¼" × 5½"  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  BLANK INTERIOR  MADE IN USA

LIVELY FLORAL SET
GCA024–B
with gold foil designs continue on back

PARISIAN FOIL SET
GCA01–B
with rose gold foil

ASSORTED CARD SETS
Boxed sets of 8, 2 of each design, available as single cards, with soft white envelopes
4¼" × 5½"  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  BLANK INTERIOR  MADE IN USA

QUEEN SET
GCA020–B
set not available as single cards

TAPESTRY SET
GCA026–B
designs continue on back

FRENCH SET
GCA010–B
set not available as single cards

NEW
NO. 10 CARDS

Full-color greetings, sized to fit letters, checks, or cash

3⅞” × 9¼”  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  BLANK INTERIOR  MADE IN USA

UNDER THE SEA BIRTHDAY
G1B004
with gold foil + gold envelope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SCOOTER
G1B001
with sunshine envelope

UNDER THE SEA BIRTHDAY
G1B004
with gold foil + gold envelope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SCOOTER
G1B001
with sunshine envelope

PASTEL HAPPY BIRTHDAY
G1B002
with gold envelope

CHAMPAGNE FLORAL CONGRATS
G1M002
with rose gold foil + powder blue envelope

NO. 10 CARDS

3⅞” × 9¼”  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  BLANK INTERIOR  MADE IN USA

CHAMPAGNE FLORAL CONGRATS
G1M002
with rose gold foil + powder blue envelope

NEW WEDDING SEND-OFF
G1W001
with soft white envelope

CONGRATS GRAD!
G1M001
with gold foil + gold envelope

HONEYDEW THANK YOU
G1T001
with mint envelope

HOT DOG
G1B003
with gold foil + sunshine envelope

CONGRATS GRAD!
G1M001
with gold foil + gold envelope

HONEYDEW THANK YOU
G1T001
with mint envelope

NO. 10 CARDS
LETTERPRESS CARDS
Letterpress greetings, available as single cards or an assorted boxed set of 6
3½” × 4⅞” | FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER | BLANK INTERIOR | MADE IN USA

THANKS
G4T001

CONGRATS
G4M002

HELLO
G4M003
metallic copper ink

THINKING OF YOU
G4M001

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
G4B001

MI AMOR
G4L001
fluorescent pink ink

LETTERPRESS CARDS
Assorted Letterpress Set
G4A001-B
a boxed set of 6, 1 of each design

POSTCARDS
Packages of 10 double-sided postcards
4” × 6” | FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER | DOUBLE-SIDED | MADE IN USA

WE’VE MOVED
PCM003

WILDFLOWER THANK YOU
PCM001

ROSA THANKS
PCM004

COBALT THANK YOU
PCM005

TOILE THANK YOU
PCM006

with gold foil

POSTCARDS
SOCIAL STATIONERY

Sets of 12 flat notes with envelopes packaged in gift boxes
5" × 7"  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  MADE IN USA

SHANGHAI GARDEN
FNA006
assorted, 4 designs, 3 of each design

"HELLO DARLING"
FNA002
assorted, 4 designs, 3 of each design

VIOLET FLORAL
FNA003
assorted, 4 designs, 3 of each design

GLOBAL GREETINGS
FNA001
assorted, 4 designs, 3 of each design

VIOLET FLORAL
design on back of flat notes

GLOBAL GREETINGS
design on back of flat notes

SHANGHAI GARDEN
design on back of flat notes

"HELLO DARLING"
design on back of flat notes
INITIAL ORDERS Are sold in groups based on best sellers. Reorders can be purchased by individual letter.

**RED LETTERS**

A D K M W

**CHARTREUSE LETTERS**

E J O R T

**BLUE LETTERS**

B F H L P

**PINK LETTERS**

C G N S

**MONOGRAM STATIONERY**

Monogram flat notes with matching envelopes, metallic accents and gift packaging.

4¾" × 5½" LINEN ENVELOPES SET OF 8 MADE IN USA

Our Monogram Stationery features A2 flat notes with rounded corners and vibrant floral-adorned letters offered in 4 colors. The linen envelopes have a scalloped edge giving the flap a unique look. All 8 notes and envelopes fit in a reusable linen paper box.

**MONOGRAM – GROUP ONE**

FCG001

3 sets of each letter: A C J K L M S

**MONOGRAM – GROUP TWO**

FCG002

3 sets of each letter: B D E H P R T

**MONOGRAM – GROUP THREE**

FCG003

3 sets of each letter: F G N O W

**MONOGRAM – REORDER**

FCM001 – (LETTER)

**MONARCH STATIONERY**

Tear-off notepads for notes or letters with coordinating envelope sets.

7¼" × 10½" 60 SHEETS (PAD) / 25 ENVELOPES (BOX) MADE IN USA

**MONARCH WRITING PAD**

NPW001 with metallic gold accents

**MONARCH ENVELOPE SET**

ENM001 with metallic gold accents

**MONARCH ENVELOPE SET**

ENM002 with metallic gold accents

MEROX STATIONERY
CALENDARS, PLANNERS, AND AGENDAS
FOR THE HOME AND OFFICE

Our dated items are designed to be both stylish and functional with a variety of formats for those with different levels of organization.

22 ITEMS
2017 BON VOYAGE CALENDAR

Wall calendar featuring 12 travel-inspired original illustrations
11" × 17" SPIRAL BOUND MADE IN USA

2017 BON VOYAGE

Calendrier
featuring New York, Paris, London, Peru, Tokyo, Rome, India, Mexico, Quebec, Amsterdam, Marrakech, & Morocco
2017 PARADISE GARDENS CALENDAR

Wall calendar featuring 12 original botanical illustrations

11” × 17” SPIRAL BOUND MADE IN USA
2017 CONSTELLATIONS CALENDAR
Wall calendar featuring 12 celestial illustrations, with rose gold foil accents
9" × 16⅞" SPIRAL BOUND  MADE IN USA

2017 APPOINTMENT CALENDAR
Appointment calendar featuring 12 illustrations and plenty of space for notes
16" × 12" SPIRAL BOUND  MADE IN USA
2017 HERB GARDEN CALENDAR
Wall calendar featuring 12 illustrations with gold foil accents
6” × 9” Twine for hanging  Made in USA
2017 FOLK DESK CALENDAR
Desk calendar featuring 12 vibrant illustrations, inspired by Mexican folk art, includes stand
6” × 7¾”  SPIRAL BOUND  MADE IN USA

2017 MAPS DESK CALENDAR
Desk calendar featuring 12 illustrated cities from around the world, includes stand
6” × 7¾”  SPIRAL BOUND  MADE IN USA

2017 MAPS
 features New York, Paris, Tokyo, London, Mexico City, Cairo, Venice, Rio de Janeiro, Amsterdam, Athens, Sydney, & Moscow
2017 Alice in Wonderland Desk Calendar

Desk calendar featuring 12 original illustrations from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, includes stand
6” × 7½” SPiRAL BOUND MADE IN USA

Weekly Deskpads

Illustrated weekly planners with tear-off sheets
9¾” × 6¼” 52 SHEETS MADE IN USA
Our planners are the perfect size for function and for carrying around. Each design features sections for weekly and monthly plans, yearly overviews, holidays, special occasions, notes, and important contacts. Each planner also includes a gold-covered spiral bind with elastic closure, coated tabs, metallic gold accents, pocket folder with ruler, and inspirational quotes throughout.
2017 SPIRAL BOUND PLANNERS
Illustrated covers with monthly and weekly views, sections for celebrations, notes, and contacts
8¼" × 10" 17-MONTH (AUGUST 2016 – DECEMBER 2017)  SPIRAL BOUND IMPORTED

2017 JARDIN DE PARIS
PLS001
with gold foil and neon accents

2017 SCARLETT BIRCH
PLS002
with gold foil accents

2017 HARDCOVER AGENDAS
Hard covers with illustrated end pages, monthly and weekly views, sections for celebrations, notes, and contacts
5¼" × 7¾" 12-MONTH (JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017) LAY-FLAT BINDING IMPORTED

2017 BLUSH
PLH001
with copper foil and neon accents

2017 MIDNIGHT
PLH002
with copper foil accents

2017 HARDCOVER AGENDAS
Hard covers with illustrated end pages, monthly and weekly views, sections for celebrations, notes, and contacts
5¼" × 7¾" 12-MONTH (JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017) LAY-FLAT BINDING IMPORTED
EVERYDAY

iPHONE CASES, NOTEBOOKS, RECIPE BOXES, AND OTHER EVERYDAY GIFTS

A collection of stationery and gift products for the home, office, and everyday life. From kitchen essentials like recipe tins, recipe cards and market pads, to items for those on the go including iPhone cases, pocket notepads and everything in between.

80 ITEMS
Our hardcover address book features a book cloth cover, includes sections for important contacts and celebrations, and is the perfect size for carrying around. Contacts are categorized by letter making it easy to locate information, and celebrations are categorized by month and day so you’ll never miss a birthday or anniversary!
MEMOIR NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers on linen paper, interior printing
6¼" × 8½" 130 Ruled Pages  Lay-Flat Binding  Made in USA

TAPESTRY
JNM001
with gold foil and metallic gold interior

JARDIN DE PARIS
JNM002
with gold foil and neon accents and neon pink interior
NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers on linen paper, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2
6” × 8” 64 PAGES LAY-FLAT BINDING MADE IN USA

- **BIRCH**
  - JMM007 with gold foil
- **JOIE DE VIVRE**
  - JMM008 with gold foil
- **ROHSCHACH**
  - JMM006 with rose gold foil
- **NEW**
  - BIRCH
  - JOIE DE VIVRE
  - ROHSCHACH

Inside cover design for Birds of a Feather, Birch, Vintage Blossoms and Parisian

- **VINTAGE BLOSSOMS**
  - JMM001 with gold foil
- **PARISIAN**
  - JMM011 with rose gold foil
- **BIRDS OF A FEATHER**
  - JMM003 with gold foil
JOURNALS
Illustrated covers on linen paper, metallic gold printed interiors
5" × 7" 208 PAGES SMYTH-SEWN LAY-FLAT BINDING MADE IN USA

ROSE BOTANICAL
ruled pages

JRM001

BON VOYAGE
blank & ruled pages

EVELINA
ruled pages

JRM005

INSIDE PAGE DESIGNS FOR
Bon Voyage & Travel Essentials

JARDIN
ruled pages

JRM006

INSIDE COVER AND PAGE DESIGN FOR
Shanghai Garden, Ruby Folk, Evelina, Rose Botanical & Mint Floral

MINT FLORAL
ruled pages

JRM008

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
blank & ruled pages

JRM007

RUBY FOLK
ruled pages

JRM009

SHANGHAI GARDEN
ruled pages

JRM010

MINT FLORAL
ruled pages

JRM008

JOURNALS
Illustrated covers on linen paper, metallic gold printed interiors
5" × 7" 208 PAGES SMYTH-SEWN LAY-FLAT BINDING MADE IN USA

ROSE BOTANICAL
ruled pages

JRM001

BON VOYAGE
blank & ruled pages

EVELINA
ruled pages

JRM005

INSIDE PAGE DESIGNS FOR
Bon Voyage & Travel Essentials

JARDIN
ruled pages

JRM006

INSIDE COVER AND PAGE DESIGN FOR
Shanghai Garden, Ruby Folk, Evelina, Rose Botanical & Mint Floral

MINT FLORAL
ruled pages

JRM008

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
blank & ruled pages

JRM007

RUBY FOLK
ruled pages

JRM009

SHANGHAI GARDEN
ruled pages

JRM010

MINT FLORAL
ruled pages

JRM008

POCKET NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2
4¼" × 5½" 64 PAGES SADDLE-STITCHED MADE IN USA

ROSA
with gold foil

JPM003

PASSPORT
with gold foil

JPM005

COMPOSITION
with gold foil

JPM006

GOLD FOIL
with rose gold foil

JPM001

MOSS GARDEN
with gold foil

JPM002

TAPESTRY
with rose gold foil

JPM009

JUNGLE
with gold foil

JPM010

POCKET NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2
4¼" × 5½" 64 PAGES SADDLE-STITCHED MADE IN USA

ROSA
with gold foil

JPM003

PASSPORT
with gold foil

JPM005

COMPOSITION
with gold foil

JPM006

GOLD FOIL
with rose gold foil

JPM001

MOSS GARDEN
with gold foil

JPM002

TAPESTRY
with rose gold foil

JPM009

JUNGLE
with gold foil

JPM010

POCKET NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2
4¼" × 5½" 64 PAGES SADDLE-STITCHED MADE IN USA

ROSA
with gold foil

JPM003

PASSPORT
with gold foil

JPM005

COMPOSITION
with gold foil

JPM006

GOLD FOIL
with rose gold foil

JPM001

MOSS GARDEN
with gold foil

JPM002

TAPESTRY
with rose gold foil

JPM009

JUNGLE
with gold foil

JPM010

POCKET NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2
4¼" × 5½" 64 PAGES SADDLE-STITCHED MADE IN USA

ROSA
with gold foil

JPM003

PASSPORT
with gold foil

JPM005

COMPOSITION
with gold foil

JPM006

GOLD FOIL
with rose gold foil

JPM001

MOSS GARDEN
with gold foil

JPM002

TAPESTRY
with rose gold foil

JPM009

JUNGLE
with gold foil

JPM010
WRITING PENCIL SETS
Sets of 12, 3 of each design, include clear gift boxes
NO. 2 GRAPHITE  PRE-SHARPENED  BLACK ERASERS  IMPORTED

BOTANICAL ROSE
NPP003

RUSSIAN ROSE
NPP001

FOLK
BPA001

COMPOSITION
NPP002

THE DANISH
NPP005

TAPESTRY
NPP003

BIRCH FLORAL
NPP004

POCKET NOTEPADS
Illustrated pocket notepads with tear–off sheets
3” × 5”  60 SHEETS  INTERIOR POCKET  MADE IN USA

BON VOYAGE
NPP004

FLORAL
BPA002

BOBBIE
NPP006

BOBBIE
NPP006
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MARKET PADS
Illustrated market pads, include attachable magnets
4¾" × 8¼" 65 SHEETS MADE IN USA

COASTERS
8 coasters, 4 designs packaged in keepsake boxes
4" DIAMETER RECYCLED PULPBOARD MADE IN USA
RECIPE CARDS
Illustrated recipe cards, sold in packages of 12
4” × 6” FSC-Certified Cover Paper  Made in USA
TIN RECIPE BOXES

Full-color illustrations with metallic accents, 12 letterpress dividers and 24 recipe cards included

6¼” × 4¼” × 4½” IMPORTED

Includes 12 letterpress dividers and 24 Charcoal Spoon recipe cards
iPhone Cases

Full-color illustrated cases for the iPhone 5/5c/5s/SE, iPhone 6/6s and 6/6s Plus

PolyCarbonite Construction  Imported

Clear Peach Blossom

- Gold foil
- PIC029-T
- 5/5s/SE
- PIC029-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC029-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Peacock

- Gold foil
- PIC030-T
- 5/5s/SE
- PIC030-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC030-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Mint Floral

- Gold foil
- PIC031-I
- 5/5s/SE Inlay
- PIC031-6I
- 6/6s Inlay
- PIC031-6PI
- 6/6s Plus Inlay

Clear Golden Lace

- Gold foil
- PIC032-C
- 5c
- PIC032-T
- 5/5s/SE
- PIC032-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC032-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Rosa

- Gold foil
- PIC033-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC033-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear I Love Paris

- Gold foil
- PIC034-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC034-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Watercolor

- Gold foil
- PIC035-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC035-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Floral Lace

- Gold foil
- PIC036-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC036-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Peach Blossom

- Gold foil
- PIC037-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC037-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Watercolor

- Gold foil
- PIC038-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC038-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Clear Floral Lace

- Gold foil
- PIC039-6I
- 6/6s Inlay
- PIC039-6PI
- 6/6s Plus Inlay

Birch Floral

- Gold foil
- PIC040-6I
- 6/6s Inlay
- PIC040-6PI
- 6/6s Plus Inlay

Crown

- Gold foil
- PIC041-C
- 6/6s
- PIC041-6PT
- 6/6s Plus

Garden Floral

- Gold foil
- PIC042-G
- 5/5s/SE
- PIC042-6T
- 6/6s
- PIC042-6PT
- 6/6s Plus
OCCASION

GIFT WRAP, GIFT TAGS, TABLE NUMBERS, AND PLACE CARDS

Providing the perfect components for gift giving and events, this category offers items that can be enjoyed year round.

—

29 ITEMS
WRAPPING SHEETS

Illustrated wrapping sheets available in rolls of 3 or as single flat sheets

19½” × 27” FSC CERTIFIED TEXT PAPER MADE IN USA
GIFT TAGS
Illustrated gift tags, available in packages of 10
2" × 3½" INCLUDES BAKER'S TWINE  MADE IN USA

1. CHAMPAGNE
   GTM009
   with rose gold foil

2. PEARL JARDIN
   GTM008
   with white gold foil

3. WILDFLOWER
   GTM004

4. EMERALD PEONIES
   GTM003

5. HAPPY STRIPE
   GTM002

6. GOLD LACE
   GTM010
   with gold foil

PLACE CARDS
Illustrated folded place cards, available in packages of 8
2" × 3½"  FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  MADE IN USA

1. PEARL JARDIN
   LCM010
   with white gold foil

2. GOLD LACE
   LCM008
   with gold foil

3. CHAMPAGNE
   LCM009
   with rose gold foil

4. SIMONE
   LCM007

TABLE NUMBERS
Illustrated heavyweight table numbers, available in sets of 5, single-sided
4" × 6" 100% COTTON COVER PAPER  MADE IN USA

1. NO. 1–5 BOTANICAL
   TBM001–1

2. NO. 6–10 BOTANICAL
   TBM001–2

3. NO. 11–15 BOTANICAL
   TBM001–3

4. NO. 16–20 BOTANICAL
   TBM001–4

5. HAPPY STRIPE
   TBM002
   with gold foil

6. GOLD LACE
   TBM010
   with gold foil

7. DUSTY ROSE
   LCM006

8. PEARL JARDIN
   LCM010
   with white gold foil

9. CHAMPAGNE
   LCM009
   with rose gold foil

10. SIMONE
    LCM007
Celebrating the holidays with this assortment of products, including greeting cards, holiday wrap and items to put the finishing touches on any gift.

- 64 ITEMS
NO. 10 HOLIDAY CARDS

Available as single cards or boxed sets of 6, sized to fit letters, checks, or cash
3¼” x 9¼” FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER BLANK INTERIOR MADE IN USA

CAROLLERS CHRISTMAS
G1X004 620104-B
with gold foil + gold envelope*

SANTA’S SLEIGH
G1X002 620324-B
with gold foil + gold envelope*

‘TWAS THE NIGHT
G1X001 620321-B
with gold envelope*

BE MERRY AND BRIGHT LIGHTS
G1X003 620323-B
with gold foil + gold envelope*

*Single cards with gold envelopes, boxed sets with soft white envelopes
HOLIDAY GREETING CARDS

- Full-color folded cards, available as single cards or boxed sets of 8
- 4¼" × 5½" FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER BLANK INTERIOR MADE IN USA

- POINSETTIA HOLIDAY GCX040 GCX040–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- MERRY ELVES GCX042 GCX042–B die cut flat card with gold foil
- JOY TO THE WORLD GCX045 GCX045–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- CHRISTMAS WREATH GCX043 GCX043–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- PINS & BOWS HCX003 GCX003–B die cut flat card with gold foil
- HAPPY HOLIDAYS ANGEL GCX038 GCX038–B die cut flat card with gold foil
- 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS STORY GCX039 GCX039–B with gold foil + gold envelope design continues on back
- PEACE ON EARTH ANGEL GCX034 GCX034–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- SNOW GLOBE GCX035 GCX035–B die cut flat card with gold envelope
- CHRISTMAS TREE GCX036 GCX036–B die cut flat card with gold foil
- BE MERRY AND BRIGHT WREATH GCX041 GCX041–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- NATIVITY GCX046 GCX046–B
- FAVORITE THINGS GCX012 GCX012–B
- HOLY NIGHT GCX018 GCX018–B with matte white foil
- HAPPY HANUKKAH GCX023 GCX023–B with silver glitter foil
- SHIMMERING NEW YEAR GCX050 GCX050–B with gold foil
- NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION CONSTITUTION GCX054 GCX054–B with gold envelope
- PEACE ON EARTH GCX013 GCX013–B with gold foil
- WINTERGREEN CHRISTMAS GCX016 GCX016–B with gold foil
- ‘TIS THE SEASON GCX015 GCX015–B
- ILLUSTRATED MENORAH GCX026 GCX026–B
- JOY ORNAMENTS GCX028 GCX028–B with gold foil
- JOYEUX NOËL GCX029 GCX029–B with gold foil + gold envelope
- COLORFUL PEACE ON EARTH GCX025 GCX025–B with gold foil
HOLIDAY POSTCARDS

Packages of 10 double-sided postcards
4” × 6” FSC-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  DOUBLE-SIDED  MADE IN USA

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
PCX001

HOLIDAY SNOW SCENE
PCX006

CAROLERS CHRISTMAS
PCX011

PEACE ON EARTH
PCX007

NORTH POLE MAP
PCX005

NUTCRACKER
PCX008

Twas the Night
PCX004

Nativity
PCX003

Peace on Earth
PCX002

with gold foil

with gold foil
HOLIDAY WRAPPING SHEETS
Illustrated wrapping sheets available in rolls of 3 or as single flat sheets
5½" × 27" | FSC-CERTIFIED TEXT PAPER | MADE IN USA

JARDIN NOËL
WPX017–S single sheet (flat)
WPX017–R 3 sheets (rolled)

FELIZ NAVIDAD
WPX015–S single sheet (flat)
WPX015–R 3 sheets (rolled)

REINDEER
WPX008–S single sheet (flat)
WPX008–R 3 sheets (rolled)

PRESENTS
WPX009–S single sheet (flat)
WPX009–R 3 sheets (rolled)

FAVORITE THINGS
WPX004–S single sheet (flat)
WPX004–R 3 sheets (rolled)

HOLIDAY DOT
WPX007–S single sheet (flat)
WPX007–R 3 sheets (rolled)

WINTER WONDERLAND
WPX010–S single sheet (flat)
WPX010–R 3 sheets (rolled) with metallic gold ink

PEACE ON EARTH
WPX016–S single sheet (flat)
WPX016–R 3 sheets (rolled) with metallic gold ink

HOLIDAY SNOW SCENE
WPX011–S single sheet (flat)
WPX011–R 3 sheets (rolled)

MISTLETOE
WPX012–S single sheet (flat)
WPX012–R 3 sheets (rolled)

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
**HOLIDAY STICKERS & LABELS**

- 45 full-color illustrated stickers & labels with metallic accents, 15 designs, easy peel-off
- 8” x 10” Natural White Sticker Paper Made in USA

**HOLIDAY SLX001**

- 3 sheets (45 stickers total)
- with metallic gold ink

**CHRISTMAS TREE GTX003**

**DO NOT OPEN‘TIL CHRISTMAS GTX012**

**MERRY CHRISTMAS GTX010**

**REINDEER GTX006**

**BE MERRY AND BRIGHT GTX016**

**SANTA’S SLEIGH GTX015**

**CHAMPAGNE GTX009**

**NUTCRACKER GTX011**

**HOLIDAY PLAID GTX009**

**PRESENTS GTX007**

**WINTER BERRIES GTX008**

**GARLAND GTX001**

**HOLIDAY GIFT TAGS**

- Illustrated gift tags, available in packages of 10
- 2” x 3½” Includes Baker’s Twine Made in USA

**MERRY CHRISTMAS GTX005**

**DO NOT OPEN’TIL CHRISTMAS GTX012**

**HOLIDAY PLAIN GTX039**

**SANTA’S SLEIGH GTX015**
Rifle Paper Co.’s signature florals and travel-inspired scenes are available in a variety of sizes.

99 ITEMS
ART PRINTS

Archival prints from original illustrations, ship flat in protective sleeves with backers.

ARCHIVALLY PRINTED  BRIGHT WHITE COVER PAPER  MADE IN USA

SHANGHAI GARDEN
APM112-8X10
APM112-16X20

NEW

CORAL BOTANICAL
APM053-8X10

MARIGOLD BOTANICAL
APM054-8X10

ROSE BOTANICAL
APM055-8X10

BLUE BOTANICAL
APM052-8X10
FEATHERED FOLK
APM101-11X14
APM101-8X10

SAPPHIRE FOLK
APM102-11X14
APM102-8X10

RUBY FOLK
APM104-11X14
APM104-8X10

RUSSIAN FOLK
APM103-11X14
APM103-8X10

FOLK HORSES
APM091-18X24
APM091-8X10

FOLK PERSIAN
APM092-18X24
APM092-8X10

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW MONSTERA LEAF
APM105-16X20
APM105-8X10

YOU MAKE EVERYTHING BEAUTIFUL
APM043-8X10

RORSCHACH
APM084-11X14
with gold foil

HERBS & SPICES CHARCOAL
APM045-11X14
APM045-8X10

MERMAID
APM082-8X10
with gold foil

HELLO SUNSHINE
APM021-8X10

SWAN
APM051-16X20
APM051-8X10

HERBS & SPICES PEACH
APM038-11X14
APM038-8X10
NEW TOUCAN APM106-16X20

NEW TOUCAN APM106-8X10

NEW BEE’S KNEES APM081-8X10 with gold foil

NEW CRANE APM083-8X10 with gold foil

NEW MACAW APM107-16X20

NEW MACAW APM107-8X10
MARCH OF THE CARD SOLDIERS
APM096-16X20
APM096-8X10

TEA PARTY
APM098-16X20
APM098-8X10

ABSOLEM THE CATERPILLAR
APM095-16X20
APM095-8X10

WHITE RABBIT
APM099-16X20
APM099-8X10

ALICE FALLING
APM093-16X20
APM093-8X10

ALICE SKETCH
APM097-16X20
APM097-8X10

TEACUPS
APM094-16X20
APM094-8X10

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
APM092-16X20
APM092-8X10
MONACO
APM078-16X20
APM078-11X14
APM078-8X10

HAVANA
APM075-16X20
APM075-11X14
APM075-8X10

BARRIER REEF
APM074-16X20
APM074-11X14
APM074-8X10

SERENGETI
APM049-16X20
APM049-11X14
APM049-8X10

TRAVEL LONDON
APM077-16X20
APM077-11X14
APM077-8X10

TRAVEL PARIS
APM087-16X20
APM087-11X14
APM087-8X10

KYOTO
APM076-16X20
APM076-11X14
APM076-8X10

AMALFI COAST
APM088-16X20
APM088-11X14
APM088-8X10

NEW YORK AUTUMN
APM079-16X20
APM079-11X14
APM079-8X10

BALI
APM089-16X20
APM089-11X14
APM089-8X10
GARANCE DORÉ

GREETING CARDS, iPHONE CASES, AND OTHER ASSORTED GIFTS

The exclusive stationery and gift collection from Garance Doré, a French fashion illustrator, photographer and author of Love × Style × Life. The collection features Garance’s signature illustrations and style across a variety of formats.

62 ITEMS

RECIPE CARDS

Illustrated recipe cards, sold in packages of 12
4" × 6" FS C-CERTIFIED COVER PAPER  MADE IN USA

CHEERS! COASTER SET

DECO 01

PERFECT COCKTAIL RECIPE CARDS

CHEERS! COASTERS/ RECIPE CARDS

MADE IN USA

COASTERS

Boxed set of 8 coasters, 2 of each design
4" DIAMETER  RECYCLED PULPBOARD  MADE IN USA
GREETING CARDS

Full color folded cards, available as single cards or boxed sets of 8.

4¼” x 5½” FSC-certified cover paper. Blank interior. Made in USA.

MODERN BIRTHDAY
DGCB06
with gold foil

CHEERS! BIRTHDAY
DGCB07
with gold foil + gold envelope

FOREVER YOUNG
DGCM13
with iridescent foil + silver envelope

BIRTHDAY SENTIMENT
DGCB05
with gold foil + gold envelope

OMG
DGCM11
with gold foil

C’EST LA VIE!
DGCM12
with gold foil

ASSORTED GIRLS SET
DGCA01-B
with soft white envelopes

FOREVER YOUNG
DGCM13
with iridescent foil + silver envelope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISH
DGCB03
with gold envelope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROSE
DGCB02
with gold foil

FRENCH BIRTHDAY
DGCB04
with gold foil + gold envelope

YOU BE ONE IN A MILLION
DGCM01
with gold foil

LE GLAMOUR
DGCM07
FEMME
DGCM06

BICYCLE THANK YOU
DGCT03
with silver foil

THANK YOU BLUSH
DGCT04
with silver foil + silver envelope

BIRTHDAY SENTIMENT
DGCM04
with gold foil

THINKING OF YOU
DGCM03
with silver foil + silver envelope

MERCI HEARTS
DGCT02
with gold foil + gold envelope

BONJOUR!
DGCT01
with gold foil + gold envelope

BICYCLE THANK YOU
DGCT03
with silver foil

THANK YOU BLUSH
DGCT04
with silver foil + silver envelope

HELLO, DARLING
DGCM05
FRIENDS
DGCM09

LET’S CELEBRATE
DGCM04
with gold foil

THINKING OF YOU
DGCM03
with silver foil + silver envelope

LE T’AIME
DGCL02
with gold foil

LET’S CELEBRATE
DGCM04
with gold foil

LE T’AIME
DGCL02
with gold foil

GRAPHIC HAPPY HOLIDAYS
DGX01-B
with gold foil + gold envelope

THANK YOU BLUSH
DGCT04
with silver foil + silver envelope

LE T’AIME
DGCL02
with gold foil

DRINK WINE & CARRY ON
DGCM14
with gold foil + gold envelope

GREETING CARDS
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GREETING CARDS
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NOTEPADS
Illustrated notepads with tear-off sheets
4¼" × 7" 70 SHEETS MADE IN USA

NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold as a set of 2  
5¼" × 8¼" 64 UNRULED PAGES LAY FLAT BINDING MADE IN USA

iPhone Cases
Full-color illustrated cases for the iPhone 6/6s and 6/6s Plus  
POLYCARBONITE CONSTRUCTION IMPORTED

POCKET NOTEBOOKS
Illustrated covers, blank interiors, sold in sets of 2  
4¼" × 5½" 64 PAGES SADDLE-STITCHED MADE IN USA

iPHONE CASES

notebooks / notepads
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MEMOIR NOTEBOOK

*Full-color illustrated cover, interior printing*

- 6¼" × 8½"  
- 130 Ruled & Unruled Pages  
- Lay-Flat Binding  
- Made in USA

**New York Cover**

**Paris Cover**
- New York Interior
- Paris Interior

**New York-Paris**
- DJNM01
- with gold foil

ART PRINTS

Archival prints from original illustrations, shipped flat in protective sleeves with backers

- Archivally printed  
- Bright White Cover Paper  
- Made in USA

- **XO**
  - DAPM01-16X24
- **Checker**
  - DAPM02-16X20
- **Hugs & Kisses**
  - DAPM03-16X20
- **Brush**
  - DAPM04-16X20
- **Forever Young**
  - DAPM05-11X14
- **Friends**
  - DAPM06-8X10
- **Bicycle**
  - DAPM07-8X10
- **Beauty**
  - DAPM08-11X14  
  - DAPM09-8X10
- **Dance**
  - DAPM10-11X14
- **Hugs & Kisses**
  - DAPM11-8X10
- **Dance**
  - DAPW16-8X10
- **Dance**
  - DAPW17-11X14
- **Forever Young**
  - DAPW18-16X20
NEW YORK
DAPM09-11X14
PARIS
DAPM10-11X14
GLOVE
DAPW15-8X10
SHADES
DAPW03-8X10
CAMERA
DAPW04-8X10
CAPE
DAPW05-11X14
LE GLAMOUR
DAPW06-11X14
FRIENDS FOREVER
DAPW07-11X14
HELLO, DARLING
DAPW08-11X14
BRUSHES
DAPM01-8X10
EYELINER
DAPM06-8X10
MASCARA
DAPM07-8X10
POLISH
DAPM08-8X10
FEATURED COLLABORATIONS
Please contact our Sales team for more information:
wholesale@riflepaperco.com
PUFFIN BOOKS
A collection of books featuring illustrations by Anna Bond, including the 150th Anniversary Edition of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Published by Puffin Books, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers.
COTTON + STEEL
Our debut fabric collection arrives Summer 2016 with 12 distinct patterns on high-end fabrics. Screen printed in Japan.
TATTLY
An endlessly fun line of temporary tattoos featuring original illustrations and lettering.
HYGGE & WEST
High-quality wallpaper for the home and office, screen printed in Chicago.
ABOUT RIFLE PAPER CO.

Founded in 2009 by husband-wife team Anna and Nathan Bond, Rifle Paper Co. is a stationery and lifestyle brand based in Winter Park, Florida. What began as a small business based out of Anna and Nathan’s garage apartment has quickly grown into an international brand. We strive to deliver a carefully curated collection of products driven by our passion for design and quality. Everything we create is thought through, tested and inspected to ensure we end up with goods we would not only use ourselves but are proud to share. Now in our seventh year, Rifle Paper Co. is ranked on the Inc. 500 list as one of the fastest-growing privately held companies in the U.S.